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Job Application Tips – Applicant Tracking Systems 
 

Whilst it would be great if every application was reviewed, considered and decided upon by a person, 
unfortunately, due to the current volume of applications for each role, much of the initial CV “sifting” is 
automated by various software applications. These are commonly known as ATS – Applicant Tracking 
Systems. 
 
Most people only apply for roles that they are pretty confident they will be successful in - Right?? 
If you have read through the job description in detail, have identified that your skills / experience / 
qualifications, etc., are very closely aligned to the key requirements, apply for the position 
and............. Nothing! 
 
Maybe you get a standard "Due to the high volume of applicants, etc., etc., or even a personal reply from the 
job poster, (always go back and ask for feedback if this is the case!), but you are left baffled by why you have 
been rejected at the initial stage. 
 
It's probably not you - it's your CV - and by that, I mean the way your CV has been interpreted by the ATS 
system - even if you have the ideal "fit" i.e., industry knowledge / skillset / experience, etc. - if you CV doesn't 
achieve the right "ranking" (more on this later), you won't even be considered! 
 
99% of FTSE 205 / Fortune 500 companies and a growing number of small and mid-sized businesses filter CV’s 
through an applicant tracking system (ATS) before someone takes a look… if they ever do. 
 
To make sure your CV is not discarded before it actually reaches a human, there are a number of steps you 
can take to ensure you get past the ATS system. 
 
Whether a human recruiter ever sees your application could depend on how well your CV is optimised for ATS 
algorithms – circa 75% of job applications are rejected before they are seen by human eyes!! 
 
Many employers / recruitment companies hire for several jobs at a time and receive hundreds of CV’s for each 
role. Because applying for a job online is easier than ever, many of these applicants are unqualified and 
figured “it was worth a try.” 
 
If you’re applying to a large organisation, chances are you’ll face an ATS. If you’re applying through any online 
form, you’re applying through an ATS. Even job sites like Indeed and LinkedIn have their own built in ATS. 
It is therefore important to understand the ATS first and how it works: 
 
How does ATS work ? 
Applicant tracking systems collect and store CV’s in a database for hiring professionals to access. CV’s may 
also be stored long after the original job you applied for is filled. Corporate recruiters or hiring managers can 
then search and sort through their talent pipeline in a number of ways, depending on the system they’re 
using. 
 
Viewing Applications 
Some recruiters still choose to glance at every job application that comes through their applicant tracking 
system. In this case, most take a quick glance at the applicant’s past highlights, job titles, and companies. 
They can make a determination about whether they want to learn more in about 6 seconds. It’s important to 
make sure your top skills, key experience and qualifications are easily identifiable. 
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Automatic Rankings 
Some applicant tracking systems can automatically compare your CV to the job description. For example, 
Taleo calls this feature “Req Rank,” which ranks each applicant based on how well their CV scores based on 
the job description. Instead of reviewing each and every application, the recruiter can focus squarely on 
candidates the ATS has identified as a great match. Many systems will have at least a rudimentary ranking 
profile, which will be very much based on the job description and how this has been applied to the ATS system 
for the role. 
 
Keyword Searches 
A common way recruiters filter resumes in an applicant tracking system is by searching for key skills and titles. 
For example, if a recruiter is hiring for an Business Administrator position out of 400 resumes, their first step 
will probably be a search for “Business Administrator.” This will isolate candidates that have done the exact 
job before. Anyone that doesn’t have that exact term in their CV is out of luck. 
 
A search can contain multiple terms. For example, they might perform a complex search that contains a 
combination of titles and skills important for the job: 
Business Administrator AND Sales Support AND Order Entry … 
 
CV formatting matters in applicant tracking systems 
When you upload your CV into an applicant tracking system, the recruiter won’t necessarily view the file. 
Some ATS parse the document into a digital profile to make things uniform and searchable. 
 
This causes big problems for job seekers. 
Many ATS parsing algorithms are outdated and unintelligent, causing your CV information to get distorted or 
lost, (you may have encountered this before, when you upload your CV to self-populate the various fields and 
there is information missing, in the wrong fields or not in the correct order). This means vital keywords or 
details might not be imported. Imagine your most important qualification slipping through the cracks! 
 
Modern ATS are starting to get away from this practice, but some popular systems like iCIMS (used by 
Amazon, General Mills, Comcast) still do it. In order to create an ATS-friendly CV that is parsable by these 
outdated systems, be sure to keep section headings simple, use consistent formatting for your work history 
and dates, avoid tables, and use a .docx or .pdf file format. 
 
Candidates who can predict the correct CV keywords will have the greatest chance of being included in 
recruiter search results. The best way figure out which skills and keywords to include is by analysing the job 
description. 
 
Here’s some tips to reduce the odds of being rejected by ATS: 

• Follow instructions: Perhaps the most important thing you can do to make sure your CV makes it to a 
human being is to follow instructions exactly as provided. That means including the right documents 
(CV, cover letter, work samples, certificates, etc.) and the right document type (don’t send a PDF if 
the instructions specifically ask for a Word doc). 

• Use keywords: Keywords are terms that relate to job requirements. To make sure that your CV is 
filtered correctly, use the exact keywords from the job advertisement. For example, if the job 
description calls for someone with experience in Microsoft Excel, don’t put Microsoft Office. A human 
can look at that descriptor and understand that it includes Excel, as well as other applications, but a 
bot might miss it because you didn't mention the exact keyword. 
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• Use a clean CV design with a clear hierarchy: As with most documents, more often than not, less is 
more. Not only do complex CV designs or unusual formats confuse most applicant tracking systems, 
but they are also really annoying for recruiters! Most of who are accustomed to quickly scanning a 
resume for specific information they expect to find in particular areas within the document. 

• Carefully tailor your resume to the job description every single time you apply. 
• Optimise for ATS search and ranking algorithms by matching your resume keywords to the job 

description. 
• Use both the long-form and acronym version of keywords (e.g. “Master of Business Administration 

(MBA)” or “Search Engine Optimization (SEO)”) for maximum searchability. 
• Use a chronological or hybrid format for your CV (avoid the functional CV format). 
• Don’t use tables, columns, charts, images or other graphics - as they often cause major parsing 

errors. 
• Use a standard font like, Arial, Helvetica, Garamond, Georgia, etc. 
• Don’t use headers or footers as the information might get lost or cause a parsing error. 
• Use standard CV section headings like “Work Experience” rather than being creative or clever 

(“Where I’ve Been”) 
• Save your file as a .docx if possible. 
 

Don’t cheat or over-optimise for applicant tracking systems 
Optimising your keywords and formatting for applicant tracking systems is not the same as cheating the 
system. 
 
In theory, you can trick ATS algorithms by stuffing your CV with keywords. Some do this by secretly adding 
additional keywords to their CV’s using “invisible” white text (which is a great tip incidentally!) or by 
unnaturally overusing keywords. 
 
These tricks might help you get a better initial score in the ATS, but they’re unlikely to fool recruiters. Instead 
of getting yourself blacklisted from the company, focus on crafting the best CV possible based on your actual 
skillset, experience and cultural awareness. 
 
Applicant tracking systems are here to stay 
During the current COVID crisis, employers are being inundated with applications and are therefore 
increasingly using ATS systems that discouraged and filter out unqualified candidates. This has resulted in 
many of the bloated application processes and indiscriminate filters found in ATS today. 
 
While outdated systems are still in use at some large companies, we are seeing new ATS being developed as 
technology and system AI (Artificial Intelligence) improve. As employers fight for the best talent, candidate 
experience is becoming more of a priority. Automation and ranking systems aren’t going away; they’re just 
becoming more technical as recruiting software begins leveraging AI to a greater extent. 
 
An ATS-optimised CV is the first step to getting past the bots and face to face with an actual person. Please 
consider the following before hitting the "Submit" button: 
1. ATS is what stands between you and the interview call. 
2. ATS screens and shortlists CVs before a human even sees it. 
3. The ATS checks for keyword matches between job description and your CV. 
4. All candidate CVs are then ranked in descending order of keyword matches. 
5. The top 30 or so CVs are then presented to the HR for further review. 
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The ATS is designed to weed out candidates who are not a good fit for the role, without the need of a 
someone to actually manually review each CV – which is a very time consuming and laborious process!! 
 

MAKE SURE YOUR CV REFLECTS THE SAME KEYWORDS AS THE JOB DESCRIPTION ! 
 
Do NOT use the same CV for all job applications, you will not be successful - be SURGICAL with every 
application! 
 
Ensure you research the company (wherever possible - otherwise try and speak with the recruitment 
consultant responsible for managing the role to gain insight into the key role requirements) to fine tune your 
application and highlight / expand upon anything that is relevant to the position / organisation. 
 

Quality of application over quantity of application will get you a job quicker. 
 
If you keep getting rejected, DON'T GIVE UP! There are many free resources around that can provide ATS 
specific feedback on your CV. However, if you follow the above, you will almost certainly improve your chance 
of you CV being on of the 25% that reaches an actual person! 
 
 


